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1. Introduction. Sufficient conditions for the existence of almost

periodic (a.p. for short) solutions of systems of the form

n

(1) Xi = X] &ÍJXJ + r(xi, • • • , x„, t),     i = 1, 2, • • • , M,
3=1

are known provided the characteristic values of the matrix a = (aif)

have nonzero real parts; cf., for example, [l]. Here the r¿ are uni-

formly a.p. in t for (x,-, • • • , x„) in some region of Euclidean «-space.

Amerio [3] has obtained such conditions for somewhat more special-

ized systems where some characteristic values of A may be pure

imaginary; however, all must be distinct from zero.

In case w = 2, sufficient conditions for the existence, uniqueness,

and asymptotic stability of a.p. solutions are known even if one of the

characteristic values of A is zero. In fact, the system considered in

[2] is

x = y — F(x),

y=- g(«) + P(t),

where F(0)=g(0)=0, and the derivatives F'(x) and g'(x) are such

that F'(x)>0, and g'(x)^0 where g'(x)=0 only when x = 0. In this

paper, a system of essentially this type is considered ; we require now

that g'(x)^0 where g'(x)=0 only when x = 0, and if g'(0)=0, then

F'(0) =0. We prove an existence theorem for a unique a.p. solution

which in case F'(x)>0 for x¿¿0, has certain stability properties. We

observe that this system is equivalent to the single second order

equation:

x + F'(x)x + g(x) = p(t).

Throughout this paper, conventional topological definitions and

notation is used; i.e., a region is an open connected plane set; the

closure, union, intersection of sets are denoted respectively by R,

R^JS, Ri~\S where R and 5 are sets; pCS means p is a member of S,

etc.
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2. The existence theorem. We consider the system

x = y — F(x),
(2) y        K ''

y = g(x) + P(t);

here (i) p(t) is a.p. and & = max \p(t)\ ;

(ii) g(0) = F(0)=0;
(iii) there exist numbers a, b, a<0<b, such that g(x) >k forx^è,

g(x) < — k for x^a;

(iv) g'(x) and F'(x) are continuous, and g'(x)SïO for a^x^b.

We define

|(i?(x + Ö - F(x))/{, { ^ 0,

I F'(x), £ = 0;

i(«(* + &- g(*))/t, I * 0,

I *?'(*), € = 0;
and

h(x, ©

D(x, Ö = 4>2(x, Ö - 4A(x, Ö-

In terms of these definitions we state and prove the following

Theorem. If D(x, QUO for a^x^b, a^x+^b, and D(x, ¿)=0

only if¡- = 0, then system (2) has a unique a.p. solution. If also <p(x, £) >0

for £^0, then this a.p. solution is asymptotically stable as t—>+ °° with

respect to a class 2i of solutions of (2), and asymptotically stable as

¿—>— oo with respect to a class S2 of solutions of (2).

The proof of this theorem is based on a series of lemmas which are

stated and proved after the following remarks.

Remark 1. g'(0) = P(0)=0 is possible; hence, if (2) is considered

as a special case of (1), the matrix A is in that case given by

\0   0/

the characteristic values of which are both zero. Hence, the system

is markedly nonlinear at the origin.

Remark 2. If a^xn^b, a^xn+£n^b for « = 1, 2, • • • , then

D(x„, £„)—>0 as m—>oo implies £„—>0 as «—>°°; this clearly follows

from the hypotheses of the theorem, and continuity.

The following lemmas concern themselves with the system

x = y — F(x),
(3)

y = g(x) + e(t),
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where e(t) is in the closure of the set of functions {p(t-\-h)),\h < « ,

the closure being with respect to the uniform norm on \t < <x>.

Clearly \e(t)\ ^k for all t. Conditions on g(x) and F(x) as before

(involving ¿) are presumed.

We consider the region R of the (x, y) plane bounded by the lines

y = mx + c, x = a, x = b; here m>0 is fixed but arbitrary, and c>0 is

such that for a^x^b and « = 1, 2:

g(x) + (-l)nk
(v) m >-j

(—l)"c + mx — F(x)

and

(vi) \mx+(—1)"g|   > F(x).

We denote by T the boundary of R, and by Ta and Tb the subsets of

r respectively defined by x = a, ma — c<y<F(a) and x = &, F(b)<y

<mb-\-c

Lemma 1. Let (x(t),y(t)) be a solution of (3) suchthat (x(to), y(t0))CR

and (x(t2), y(t2)) C.R for some t2>ta. Then there exists a ti, t0<h<t2,

such that (x(h), y(¿i))GroUr¡„ awo* such that (x(t), y(t))CR for t>h.

Also, either x(t2) <a or x(t2) >b, in the former case, (x(ti), y(ti))CFa, in

the latter case (x(ti), y(ti))CFb.

Proof. From (vi) above, the graph of y = F(x) for a<x<b is in

R. It follows from (v) that the slope of V along the lines y = mx±c is

greater than the slope of the trajectory of any solution of (3) at

points on these parts of T, i.e., trajectories of (3) cannot leave R

there as t increases.

Since y>F(x) implies x>0 and y<F(x) implies i<0, it follows

that trajectories of (3) above y = F(x) move to the right as / increases,

while those below y = F(x) move to the left. Hence, trajectories can-

not leave R on the part of T on x = a above y = F(x) and on x = b below

y = F(x).

It remains only to consider the trajectories at points (a, F(a)) and

(b, F(b)) of T. In fact, if the trajectory of a solution (x(t), y(t)) of (3)

is such that x(t0)=bi^b, y(to)=F(bi), then x(/0)=0 and y(t0)>0.

Hence this trajectory has a vertical tangent at (¿»1, F(bi)), is on the

right side of this tangent for t^to, and moves up across the graph of

y = F(x) there as t increases. It follows that any trajectory leaving R

on r¡, cannot return to R for / sufficiently large.

A similar discussion applies to the situation at points of the form

(aiF(ai)) where ai^a, except that at such points, trajectories of (3)
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cross down over y = F(x) as t increases; we omit the details, and the

proof of the lemma is complete.

Lemma 2. There exists a solution (x(t), y(t)) of (3) such that

(x(t), y(t))E~R for all t^O.

Proof. Let p be a point of (x, y) plane; then we will denote by

n(p, t) the point (x(t), y(t)) where (x(t), y(t)) is the solution of (3) such

that (x(0), y(0))=p. We also denote by pi and p2 the points of T

given by (a, F(a)) and (b, mb+c) respectively and by V\ the part of

r between these points but above the curve y = F(x). Let the set of

points on Ti be ordered so that if p and q are distinct points on Ti,

then p>q means that the distance along I\ from p to p2 is greater

than the distance along Tx from q to p2.

Consider the set Sb of points on Ti such that if pESb, then for each

SGTi, q<p, there exists a P=P(ç)2;0 such that p.(q, T)ETb. This

set is clearly nonempty and in fact contains an open interval of Ti

which has p% as its end point. Similarly, Ti~Sb contains an interval

having pi as end point. Since Sb is bounded above, it has a least

upper bound (l.u.b. for short), say qi^pi. Clearly qi^p2- We shall

show that p(qi, t)ER for all t>0. For if not, then by Lemma 1 there

exists a Pi = 0 such that p.(qi, Pi)GraVjr¡,. Suppose p(qi, Ti)ETa,

and let ¿i>0 be fixed but arbitrary. Then by Lemma 1 there exists

a region Ta in the half plane x<a such that p.(qi, Ti+ti)ERa. By

continuity of solutions of (3) as functions of their initial conditions,

there exists a region Si such that qiESi, and if pESiiWi, there

p(p, Ti+t\)ERa, and hence, by Lemma 1 there exists a 8, O<0<1,

such that fi(p, 0(Ti+ti))EFa. Since SiOPi is an open interval of I\

containing qi, this contradicts the assumption that q\ is a l.u.b. for Sb.

The case m(2i, P2)Gr¡, for some P2^0 is ruled out in the same way;

we omit the details.

Lemma 3. There exists a solution (x(t), y(t)) of (3) such that

(x(t), y (t)) ER for all t.

Proof. From Lemma 2, there exists a solution (x0(t), yo(t)) of (3)

such that (x(t), y(t))ER for t^O. From a result of Amerio [3], there

exists a solution (x(t), y(t)) of (3) such that (x(t), y(t))ER for all t.

This proves the lemma.

Lemma 4. If (x(t), y(t))ERfor all t, then this solution is unique.

Proof. Suppose there exists a solution (xi(¿), yi(¿)) of (3) such that

(xi(t), yi(t))ER for all t, and such that if £(t) = Xi(t)-x(t) and r¡(t)
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= yi(t)-y(t),  then   (£(/),  n(t))^(0,  0).   From   (3)   it  follows  that

(£W, *?(0) is a solution of

I - * - *(*(/), Of,
(4)

4 - A(*(0, Of

It follows that (£v)=Q(£,v) where (?(£, v) =V2+H2-(j>^v, and Ä

and </> are as defined just previous to the statement of the theorem.

Since D(x(t), f(i))=i0 for all i, it follows that (£'v)£0; i.e., £77 is

nondecreasing in i. But since £ and 77 are, by hypothesis, bounded, it

follows that there exist numbers c and d such that c^d, that Çt;—>c as

f —> — 00 , and that £77—>d as /—» + <*>.

Suppose first c — d; then clearly £77 = c = d ; hence (¿'17) = Q(£, 17) =0

for all t. But Q(£, 17) = 0 clearly implies Z?(x, £)=0, and from the

hypotheses of the theorem, £ = 0. But then Q(0, 77) =0 implies 77=0.

Hence c = d implies (£, 77) = (0, 0), a contradiction.

Suppose c<d, dp^O. Since ^rj—yd as ¿—>+ °°, there exists a sequence

{¿„}, w= 1, 2, • • • , /„—>+ oo, such that for/ = /„—> + 00, (£'77)—>0; i.e.,

(?(£(&,), 77(¿„))-^0 as «—>«>. Since r¡(t) is bounded for all /, £77—>d?¿0

implies that £(i„) cannot approach zero as «—>oo. Hence, there exists

a subsequence {tni} of \tn} such that /n<—>+<» as ¿—>oo, and that

|£(iBi)| ^P>0 for some constant p. But <2(£¿, t?»)—>0 implies D(xi} £¿)

—>0 is ¿—x», here x¿=x(í„,.), and £, and 77,- are similarly defined.

Hence by Remark 2, £ —>0 as t—> », a contradiction.

Finally suppose d = 0 and c<0. Then there exists a sequence {4},

« = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , /„—>—», such that Q(£(0> n(tn))—*0 and n—*<».

Again the fact that £(¿) cannot approach zero on any subsequence of

{/„} leads to a contradiction as before; we omit the details.

Hence, the solution (x(t), y(t))CR for all t is unique, and the

lemma is proved.

Lemma 5. If Ta and Ti are as defined in Lemmas 1 and 2, and if

(x(t), y(t)) is the unique solution of (3) such that (x(t), y(t))CRfor all

t, then there exist nonempty closed sets r+CTi and T_cra such that if

(xi(t), yi(t)) is a solution of (3) and (£(/), r¡(t)) are as defined in Lemma

4, then

(a) (x!(0), yi(0)) G r+ implies (£(/), r,(l)) -> (0, 0) as I -* + co ;

(b) (xi(0), yi(0)) G T_ implies (f(0, -(/)) -* (0, 0) as I -* - »,

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 2 it is clear that a closed non-

empty subset r+ of Ti exists such that if (xi(0), yi(0))Gr+, then

(x\(t), y\(t))CR for t>0. Similarly, a subset T_ of Ta exists such that
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if (xi(0), yi(0))GI\ then (xi(/), yx(i))GP for t<0; we omit the de-

tails.

We first prove (a). As in the proof of Lemma 4, it follows that £77

is a nondecreasing function of t for t>0, and, in fact, £77—>0 as

t—»+00. (In this paragraph all limits are as i—>+<».) Hence ¿¡rçisO

for i>0. But since (£, 77) satisfies (4), we have, since </> = 0, £¿ = £»7

—</>£2ísO. Hence £2 is a nonincreasing function of /, and thus £2—>X2

where Xi^O. Suppose Xi>0; then |£|—>Xi, and in fact |£| =Xi for

/>0. From the properties of h(x, ¿), it follows that there exists a con-

stant e>0 such that h(x(t), £(i))àe for t>0. Hence from (4), |tj|

= eXi, and we conclude that j-»7f cannot be bounded for t>0 as it

must be by hypothesis. Hence Xi = 0; i.e., £—*0. From (4) we also

have 777) = ¿¡£77 :S 0 ; hence ?72 is nonincreasing and therefore \rj\ —>X2 = 0.

If X2>0, then from (4) and the fact that £—>0, we have 11| —>X2. This

again leads to a contradiction since |£| is bounded for ¿>0. Hence

X2 = 0, and finally (£, »/)-*(0, 0).

To prove (b) we first make a change of variable r = —/in (4) ; hence

(4) becomes

where £ = £( — r), i7=»?( — t), and the dot now indicates differentiation

with respect to t. Then in what follows in this paragraph, all limits

are as r—>+ =0. Since (£'77) = — Q(j-, r¡) where Q is as in Lemma 4, it

follows that £77 is nonincreasing in r, and that, as in the previous

case, £77—>0. Hence £77^0 for r>0. From (4'), T717 = — h¡¡r)^;0; hence

T72 is nonincreasing, and |-»71 —>;it^0. If ju >0, then £—>0, and from (4'),

\è\—»M which again contradicts the boundedness of |£| for t>0.

Hence p = 0; i.e., 77—>0. Suppose now £-i->0. Then there exist ô>0 and

r0>0 such that [£0| =h, and if hi is such that \tf>i-\ ̂25i>0 for

||| ^h, then |ij| <5i; here £o = £(—t0). Suppose £o = ô; then from (4'),

|= — 77+<££> ôi when t=to. We now show that £>£o for r >to. If not,

then £ = £0 for r =t2>to while £>£o for to<t<t2. Hence, there exists

a ri, r0<Ti<T2, such that for r=Ti, £ = 0. Thus by (4'), — 77+</>£ = 0

for r = Ti. But — 77+<££ > 5i for t0<t<T2 and we have a contradiction.

This proves that £>5 for r>r0. Hence, using (4'), we have £>5i for

r>T0 and thus again a contradiction. Hence if £0 = 8, then £—>0. The

argument for the case £0 = — 8 proceeds similarly ; we omit the details.

Hence in any case (£, 77)—>(0, 0) as r—* 00 and the proof of the lemma

is complete.

Proof of theorem. From Lemmas 3 and 4 and a general result

due to Amerio [3] which states that the unique solution (x(t), y(t))
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of (3) such that (x(/), y(t))CR for all t is, in fact, a.p., we conclude

the existence of a unique a.p. solution of (3). From Lemma 5, it

follows that we may take as Si the set of solutions (x(/), y(t)) of (3)

such that (x(0), y(0))GT+ and as 22 the set of (x(t), y(t)) such that

(x(0), y(0))GT_. Clearly (2) is a system of the form of (3). Hence

the theorem follows.

We observe that there exist closed subsets of r¡, and r2 = T

— (riWroWr6) having the same properties as the sets T_ and T+

respectively of Lemma 5.

3. Extension of the theorem. The part of condition (iii) requiring

g(x) >k for x = o and g(x) <—k for x^a can be weakened. For exam-

ple, suppose there exists a region 5 of the (x, y) plane such that

Ri^S is empty, and such that the graph of y = F(x) for xo<x<Xi is

contained in S; here Xo = — <x> or Xi = + =° is allowed. Suppose further

that for any solution (x(t), y(t)) of (2) if (x(t0), y(to))CS, then

(x(t), y(t))CS for t>t0. Then the theorem will follow even if possibly

|g(x)| ^¿ for x0<x<xi. For again, any trajectory of (3) leaving R at

some t = to will not return to R for any t>tQ, and Lemma 1 and all

subsequent lemmas would again follow.
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